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ABSTRACT

Digital Libraries have achieved a fundamental role in our knowledge society. By making the wealth of material contained in libraries, museum, archives and any knowledge repository worldwide available they are giving citizens in every place of the world the opportunity to appreciate their global cultural heritage and use it for study, work or leisure. They are revolutionising the whole knowledge management lifecycle. In this chapter, the history characterizing these “knowledge enabling technologies” is described. The history starts from the early attempts toward systems supporting knowledge discovery and reaches the current age in which a plethora of different realizations of digital library systems coexist. The evolutionary process conducting to the current, multi-instanced and still evolving status of affairs as well as the motivations governing it are identified and presented. The main initiatives and milestones producing the nowadays instances of these knowledge enabling systems are mentioned. Finally, the impact these systems had and are having on various aspects of our society is discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Libraries, together with archives, have always been the primary institutions delegated to manage —collect, preserve and diffuse— human knowledge and culture. When advances in computer science allowed dealing with digital representation of documents dedicated to capture human knowledge and culture rather than printed ones, libraries were particularly involved in exploiting the potential of the digital revolution. Thus “digital libraries” soon became the term to indicate the digital counterpart of traditional libraries. However, digital library systems have greatly evolved since their early appearance. Today they have become complex networked systems able to support communica-
tion and collaboration among different worldwide distributed communities, dealing with “digital objects” comprising not only the digital counterpart of printed documents, but also images, video, programs and any other kind of multimedia objects a community may define as appropriate to its working and communication needs.

The evolution of digital libraries (DLs) has not been linear, coming from the contribution of many disciplines. This has created several conceptions of what a DL is, each one influenced by the perspective of the primary discipline of the conceivert(s) or by the concrete needs it was designed to satisfy. As a natural consequence, the “history” of Digital Libraries, which is now approximately twenty years long, is the history of a variety of different types of information systems that have been called “digital libraries”. These systems are very heterogeneous in scope and functionality and their evolution does not follow a single path. In particular, when changes happened this has not only meant that a better quality system was been superseding the “preceding” ones but also meant that a new conception of digital libraries was born corresponding to new raised needs. As it will be seen, most of the systems dealt with in this history are still living in their original conception, even though not in their original technological solutions.

The rest of this chapter goes back over this history, giving an account of past and present understanding of these kind of systems and on-going work in the area. The chapter concludes with a vision of the impact that new DLs are expected to have in the near future.

2. DIGITAL LIBRARIES: THE EARLY TIMES

The digital library concept can be traced back to the famous papers of foreseeer scientists like Vannevar Bush and J.C.R. Licklider identifying and pursuing the goal of innovative technologies and approaches toward knowledge sharing as fundamental instruments for progress. Bush (Bush, 1945) devised “a device in which an individual stores all his books, records, and communications, and which is mechanized so that it may be consulted with exceeding speed and flexibility.”. Moreover, on top of it there is “a transparent platen. On this are placed longhand notes, photographs, memoranda, all sorts of things”. Because of the lack of digital support, he identified in “improved microfilm” the means for content storage and exchange: “contents are purchased on microfilm ready for insertion. Books of all sorts, pictures, current periodicals, newspapers, are thus obtained and dropped into place”. Of course, he envisaged also support for knowledge discovery (“provision for consultation of the record by the usual scheme of indexing”), access (“to consult a certain book, he taps its code on the keyboard, and the title page of the book promptly appears before him”) and management (“new forms of encyclopedias will appear, ready made with a mesh of associative trails running through them, ready to be dropped into the me-mex and there amplified”). Licklider realized that computers were getting to be powerful enough to support the type of automated library systems that Bush had described and in 1965, wrote his book (Licklider, 1965) about how a computer could provide an automated library with simultaneous remote use by many different people through access to a common database. Because of this, Licklider is also considered a pioneer of Internet and in its book he established the connection between Internet and digital library. Thus, it is not surprising that research and development activity on digital libraries started in the early 1990s, with the Internet proliferation, and that Internet has created unprecedented possibilities to discover and deliver human knowledge.

The first systems delivering knowledge artefacts in digital form can essentially be seen as archives of digital texts accessible through a search service and implemented by a centralized metadata catalogue.
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